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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an implementation of the risetfalll connection (RFC) model of íntona'
tion joí use in the speech synthesis conponent of a machine interpretatíon sys-te.m' The pho-
nological input ís ãescribèd, as is the algorithmwhich converts this to a riselfalll connec.tion
desclipüon., and eventually to an Fo contout: As we wish to model different speakers' into'
natioial characterístics, some details are descri.bed ott the methodfor adapting the model's
parameters to match the behaviour of a given speaker.

1 INTRODUCTION
The English speech synthesis system currentiy under development at ATR is part of a

machinãinter¡iretation system. 
-In 

the design bf the phonetii i¡tonation moduie of this
svstem (whicli converts bhonological intonation descriptions to E contours) we had two
bãsic goals: comprehensive coveiage of the intonational'phenonrena of English and natural
sounding intonation that reflects an individual's speaking style.

Theíe design criteria dictate that our system has a d=ifférent structure and operation to
intonation sysiems found in most text-to-speech (TTS) systems (e.g. t1l). .The__system has

to synthesizê a wide range of intonational effects as we \ryant to be able to ask different types
of q'uestions and statements. It is not simply enough to produce a "neufal declarative" style
of ihtonation. However, as we were dealing with machine generated utterances we have
a richer, more accurate linguistic description of that utterance than would be typically be
available from a text-inpuisystem. Thüs our system has to perform more complex tasks
than most TTS intonatiòn systems, but to balance that we have access to more detailed
information about the utterance.

In addition to synthesizing all the intonational effects of English we want to capture
particular speakers'phonetic iealisation characteristics. This requires that we must^have
iome methôd of deriving a speaker's intonational characteristics ftom a database of that
speaker's voice. Thus our system has to be capable of analysing õ. contours, extracting
intonational cha¡acteristics and using these characteristics for synthesis.

2 BASIC SYNTMSIS SCTIEME
The synthesis algorithms are based on the risefalllconnection ("WC") model of intonation
[s]. This model was designed to be formal in its workings so that all its operations are
explicitly defined and theréfo¡e easy to intplement on computer. The nrodel was. designed
foi both analysis and synthesis: the synthesis mapping iakes a phonological input and
produces an $ contour, the analysis mapping takes aft contour and produces a phonological
ilescription. Algorithms h¿ve been developed which can automatically Ìabel B contours,
and itlas been s-hown that contours generated using tlre model are very similar to naturally
occurring ones [S], [9]. This paper fõcuses on the pracúcal requirements needed to use this
model in a speeih synthesis system.

There arè several theoretiðal advantages [8] this model has over others but the principle
reason for its use here concerns the analyiis capability of the system. As precise, detailed R
contour labelLing is süaighforward, we can easily use large quantities of data to determine
the settings and parameters of the model for a particular speaker, and thus imitate that
speaker's phonetic realisation behaviour.

2,I INPUT
The input to the system is a specification of the intonational phonological description of the
utterance. This id made up fiom four things: tune association, tune type, pitch range and
phrasing.

Tunè association simply indicates where the phonological elements occur. Pitch accents
are associated with singlè iyllables, and boundary elements (see below) are associated with
phrase boundaries,
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Tune rype refersto whrch elements mdfeatures in the HLCB system are being used. The
HLCB tune description system uses four basìc elements. Pitch accents are of either type H
(high) or L (low), phonologically reievant connection elements (see below) are marked C,
and rapid rises at phrase boundaries are marked B. Within these classes, featu¡es a¡e used
for sub-classification. H accents are the most common type found in utterances and have
three features , "downstepped" (Hd, "late" (H¡) (for accents with peaks late in the syllable,
corresponding to the British school rise-fall [7]) and "elevated" (H") for extra high accents
(high fall in the British school) [3]. The L class has a single feahrre "antecedent" (L")
which indicates whether the L has a steep fall leading into it. C elenlents æe normally of
no phonological significance, and simply "fill in" the contour between pitch accents and
boundary elements, but can be marked with the feature "rising" to distinguish them from
the usual (level or falling) behaviour. C,. elements are often found after the nuclea¡ accent,
e.g. H¿ C,. is similar to a fall-rise accent in the British school. B elements can occur at the
starts of phrases (often termed "declination resets"), is which case they are mzuked as being
"initial", or at the ends of phrases where they are unmarked.

Phrasìng structure is in principle recursive in that there,are an arbitrary number of
phrase types and each phrase may include any other phrase [4]. In practice, we define
a small number of phrase types (currently four) and only include daughter phrases of the
same or a lower type in a parent phrase. The phrase information is mainly for use with
the duration module, which determines phrase-final lengthening and pause durations [2].
The intonation module itself only makes use of the phrase boundary iocations and is not
concerned with tire actual type of phrase.

Each phrase can take a number of parameters which are constant for the duration of that
phrase. The most important parameter for the intonation module is pitch range. A (variable)
numbe¡ of pitch range levels iue defìned, e¿oh with a rìarlìe, ¿ rnaxilrìunr ¿¡td a r¡rirtir¡ru¡r
S value. The pitch range of a phrase determines the starting ft value of that phrase and
the maximum and minimum values that the $ contour can vary between. A phrase may be
ma¡ked as lyilg in a particular pitch range or be left ma¡ked. If marked, that pitch range
type specifies the sta¡ting pitch of the phrase, and the nrinimum and maximum values that
the contour can very between. If left unmæked, the sta¡ting E of the phrase is the same as
the last E of the previous phrase. In the unmarked case the maximum and ninimum values
are determined by moving up through the phrase hee until a parent phrase is found with a
marked pitch range, and that pitch range is then used. The top level phrase always has a
marked pitch range. This pitch range system is similar to the register system ofLadd [5],
but here we only specify one register per phrase rather than one for each accent. We don't
have to specify a register setting for each accent as it is thought that our tune description
system is powerful enough to account for the prominence variation of accents within the
phrase.

2.2 Example Input
(Phrase ((Type S) (PitchRange two))

(Phrase ((Type C) ())
(okay (H (d r)) (B O))

)
(Phrase ((Type C) ())

(Phrase ((Type P) ())
(i/r1 )(send (H (d) ) )
(vou )

)
(Phrase ((Type P) (PitchRange three))

(a (B (i)))
( foxm (H (d) ) )

)

87

A typical input to the system is given above. (Only the information relevant to the intonation
module is shown, and thus words are given in their text fo¡n rather tha¡ their phonological
form.) The scope of each phrase is shown by its bracketing. The first entry in the phrase
is a list offeatures for that phrase, including its type (mainly used in the duration module)
and its pitch range. The names and values of the pitch ranges are pre-defined. Here we
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simply use the names "one", "two", "three" etc. For exanple, pitch ran-ge "two" is defined
as hãvine a minimunr E values of 90Hz and a maxituum of 220H2. After each word there
is an opt-ionat list of HLCB elements, with the 1èanrres fbr c¿rch spccified in brackets.

3 SYSTEMOPERATION
Thc system creates E contours by taking the HLCB dcscription and producing a RFC
descriþtion, which is a linear sequence oÌ rise, fall and connectiott elelnents, each with
a duraìion and amplitude. From this RFC description cquations arc used to generate Al
contours.

The equation for the fall element is given below anci the equation fol the ¡ise element is
the same ás this but reflected in the y ($) axis. Connection elements are lealised as straight
lines.

Ío: A(r*z(tlD)') 0 <t < Dlz ¡\
fo:2A(r-tlD)' Dl2<t<D \r/

Where I is tirre, A is the arrplitude and D is the duration of the element.

3.1 HLCB and Pitch Range to RFC
HLCB elements ¡e-write to RFC elements. H becomes a rise element followed by a fall
element, L becomes a fail element followed by a rise elenent, B becolles a rise elenent,
and C becomes a connection element.

A pitch accent requires five parameters; the rise amplitude and duration, the fali ampli-
tude a.id duration, an<i some indiõation of how these elements are aligned with the segnental
part of the utterance. At present, accent alignnent is defined in terms of the distârce between
ihe sta¡t of the vowel i¡ ihe syllable and the position of the peak (juncture between rise and
fall elements in a H accent) oi trough (unctuie between fall and rise elements in a L accent).
A defnitions table (wh\ch is read from file at run tinre) determines basic default pa.rameter
values for each element. This table also specifies the modification that the features make on
the elements (see section 4).

Most of the phonological tune specification is in terms of H, L-and B elements. C
elements need only be marked if they carry the feature "rising" as a C that is unmarked is
assumed as the dúault. After the II, L and B accents are realised, rising C eiements are
added, and then any remaining part of the utterance which is not covered by an element
is designated as being a connection element. After this, the entire utterance is specified in
terms of RFC elements.

Pitch range information is used to determine the absolute (i.e. with respect to 0 Hz)
amplitudes of the elements. The maximum and minimunt vaiues for the phrase pitch range
are-dctermined by the method described in section 2.1. 11 a phrase is explicitly marked
as being in a partìcular pitch range, the defined minimum Ì] of that pitch rangc is used as

the absolute amplitude óf the start of the first element, otherwise the end amplitude of the
previous element is used. ln most cases the first element in a phrase is a B¿ which serves to
iaise the S level from the pitch ralges's minimum to a more medial level.

Once the starting ampliqde of the phrase has been decided, the absolute amplitude of
each element is calðulatèd by adding its amplitude (which is negative in the case of fall
elements) to the end amplinrde of the previous element. If this operation results in the
Il level exceeding the spècified maximum o¡ minitnum of that phrase, the amplitudes are
constrained so althe S contour is kept within the designated pitch range. An additional
phrase-final lowering rule (similar to thãt described in Liberman and Pierrehumbert [6]) rule
states that if the lasiaccent in a phrase is a H¿ this always falls to the bottom of the pitch
range.

3.2 RFC to Rr

The conversion of an RFC description to an $ contour is straightforward. The list of
RFC elements is processed left to right and the equations are used to produce a conti¡uous
contour. Depending on the Iù input for the particular synthesizer, this E contour can be
further procéssed. For example, some synthesizers require there to be a zero $ during
unvoiceil segments, and this ðan easily be achieved simply by nlasking the contour and
setting it to zero in these regions. As yet, no segnental perturbations or rnicro-prosody
effects are incorporated into the system.
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4 DEFININGELEMENTS ANDFEATURES
At present, neally all the operation ol the system cân be deternlined at run time by specifyìng
how HLCB descriptions are urappecl onto RFC descriptions. These parameters are kept in
the definitions file which may be altered at will. The basic re-write rules cannot be varied,
but the default sizes ofthe HLCB elements, a¡d the effect the features have on those elements
æe all variable. It is also possible to specify what units these parameters æe given in, e.g.
both Hertz and semitones can be used to described amplitudes. Some typical patanreters
definitions are given below. Each statenent consists of a variable, an operator, and a value.
The ":" operatór implies a straight assignment, an operator such as "+:" means "the existing
value plus the new value" (in a similar syntax to the C programming language).

(define Elenent H

ra se_amp
fal)- amp
rise dur
ta1-L dur
peak-pos

= 50 Hz)
= 50 Hz)
= 120 ms)
= 160 ms)
= 0.5 rel )

(define Feature
( rise_amp
( faÌ1 amp
/ -i -- ^,, -
( fall_dur
(peak pos

)

late
0
0
1
0
1

Hz)
Hz)
0ms
ns)
8le

The first list defines the default H accent properties. ln this example the accent amplitudes
are defined in Hz, and the peak position is defined as occurring half way through the syllable,
although it is possible to ipeciiy peak position in absolute ms t€rms also. The second list
defineíthe behaviour of flìe laíe featuie. In this definition, the values defined for the H
accent are modified, such that everything is left unchanged except for the rise-dur which
is increased by 100 ms and the peak-þos which is shifted back by a factor of 1.8. The
feature definitions can also have non-moditying assignments, tbr example one could define
downstepping accents as having no rise component, which would be achieved by setting
stating(rise-amp = 0 Hz) (rise-dur:0 ms).

Cirrènt work is concenhateä on deriving the definitions automatically by using the RFC
analysis system on large sets offt contours [9].
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